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The Potential
Impact investment may better meet beneficiary or client
expectations through delivering acceptable financial returns
and non-commercial benefits.
Have your cake and eat it too!

This webinar provides an overview of ‘impact investing’. We will discuss:
1.

What is meant by impact investing?

2.

Why impact investment taking-off and its relevance to the Pacific.

3.

The steps fiduciaries can make to ensure that an impact investment
strategy is well governed (formulated, implemented, and monitored).

Impact investing has huge potential in the Pacific where Sovereign funds are
often established with commercial and economic and social development
objectives.
As is the case with SRI now, in time impact investment will become a more
“standardised” discipline that will likely be seen as an activity that is
necessary to best meet fiduciary obligations.
But for now impact investing is a “new” discipline that faces challenges,
especially in the measurement and monitoring.

What is impact investment?
Impact investments are investments made with the intention to generate positive, measurable social
and environmental impact alongside a financial return. Global Impact Investor Network Definition
https://thegiin.org/

Impact investing straddles Responsible Investing and Traditional Philanthropy

Source: Catalyzing Wealth for Change, Julia Balandina Jaquier, 2016.

Impact investment in a global context
Impact investment still is small part of SRI but growing

Impact investment is not new to the Pacific!
Many infrastructure investments may be considered a “form” of impact investing. Investors in such projects (e.g.
multi-national agencies) typically model the spill-over benefits & accept a lower than commercial return.

But it may be new to Funds that don’t have explicit development objectives
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Key questions that need to be addressed in deciding upon an Impact strategy


Is impact investing aligned with establishment documentation and fiduciary duties? This may require legal
opinion.



Does establishment documentation have explicit or implicit impact objectives? If not, may be best to stop at the
integration of ESG into investment activity in the “SRI Staircase”.



If there is a case for impact investment, what are the impacts sought and where, e.g. local only, regional, or
global?



How developed is the local “eco-system” for impact investment?



What is the scope to leverage and/or partner with Govt, multi-national organisations and other investors?



How much should be allocated to impact investing?



What is the acceptable rate of return from impact investing (e.g. return of capital only, return plus compensation
for inflation, commercial return – x, full commercial return)?



What types of access should be considered or are feasible given the eco-system (external funds, direct and coinvestment, etc)?



What are the organisational resource implications/business case?



What are the grant making implications (for Charities and Foundations)?

Some guidance….


Start small and build upon existing activity, for example:


Include development of impact measurement tools and data as part of direct investment DD and
monitoring.



As discussed in our SRI and Fund Manager due diligence presentation, seek managers that provide good
information on their ESG screening.



Be realistic about what you can achieve given the supporting eco-system and investment opportunity set.



Ensure that the impact objectives are clear, not vague, as they need to be quantified and ideally measured on an
ongoing basis.



Think strategically about where you can have the greatest impact per dollar spent. E.g. in NZ social housing
often scores very well given positive individual, family and community benefits with regards to health, education
and crime/harm reduction. In (parts) of the Pacific infrastructure may be more compelling?



Start at the more “commercial end” of the impact opportunity set, e.g. renewable energy infrastructure; social
infrastructure (schools, hospitals, clinics), water infrastructure, low cost housing, etc.



Regard impact investment as an evolution rather than revolution in your approach! The standard “good
governance” policies, procedures and processes are still relevant…..

Sample roles and responsibilities
Governance Component

Strategic objectives

Appointment and delegations

Investment policies

Activities

Trustees

Setting the Foundation’s
Strategic Priorities



Appointment of Committee
members



Set and approve decision
making delegations



Approving Investment Policies



Preparation and periodic
review of the IPS

Due diligence of external
providers

Foundation
staff3



Preparation and periodic
review of the Impact
Investment Policy

Portfolio design

IC1

External Parties









Establish key parameters of
the impact investment
portfolio, including prudential
limits







Assess external consultants
and other external providers





Approval of external providers
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Sample roles and responsibilities
Governance Component

Investment evaluation and
execution

Foundation
staff3

External Parties

Develop and monitor impact
investment pipeline





Initial assessment of
opportunities and approval
for due diligence





Due diligence of opportunities
and preparation of committee
papers





Activities

Trustees

Review and approval of
impact investment
opportunities
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Approval of investment
contracts
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Funding and cash-flow
management of individual
impact investments and
portfolio

IC1
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Sample roles and responsibilities
Governance Component

Activities

Trustees

IC1

Preparation of impact
investment portfolio reporting

Monitoring and review

Review of portfolio reporting
(performance, costs, progress
against plans)
Monitoring and review of
individual investments against
expectations



Foundation
staff3

External Parties












Monitoring and periodic
review of external providers





Periodic review of costs of
impact investment program









Periodic review of
effectiveness of the impact
investment strategy and its
governance





Important information

This report is for the client only and must not be distributed to any third party without written permission from MyFiduciary Ltd. Elements of the
report may be used for internal and external purposes without permission.
Disclaimer
This report is intended for wholesale investors under the Financial Markets Conduct Act (2013) and does not contain specific personalised advice.
The report contains analysis and assumptions based on data that MyFiduciary Ltd has obtained from the client and/or external sources. No warranty
is given to the accuracy of this data, and no audit of it has been undertaken by MyFiduciary. Simulated or indexed returns may have been used and
do not represent performance from actual investments.
The report provides analysis and information, but not all of the material economic and market factors that might matter for the decision-making
process of an investor.
Some data and graphics included in this report are from third-party sources. We have not attempted to verify or validate external data and take no
responsibility for errors of third parties.
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